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around the $430,000.00 that we have already paid to this private business as not in the best interest
of our district on a whole and would not like to see this happen again.
2. The annual payment of $7,100.00 to an Incorporated Society to support a sister city In Tatsumo,
Japan. I oppose this payment because we are in a worldwide pandemic, it is not safe to travel abroad
and the world will never be the same. We should stop the payment altogether and they apply for
grants like all the other Charitable and Incorporated Trusts because they offer no financial benefit to
our district as a whole.
3. $80,000.00 to develop a walking and cycling strategy. I don't think this is necessary and we should
be focused on maintaining and developing what we have like Motakiora and possibly extending the
walkway on Esplanade to get to the start of the Te Araroa Track. This money should no way shape
or form go towards the Timber Trail.
4. The Annual Hamilton - Waikato Tourism Payment of $60,000.00. I don't understand why we are
having to pay for advertising an industry that clearly in its hay day before covid hit could easily pay
their own way, and now in covid times some of those industries have received huge funding from
central government to help them. We are all struggling and if covid hits us again putting this money
to better use would be an advantage. If the council does not agree with me then I would like to
suggest that we use this money to market our District ourselves.
5. I don't see it essential to pay $20,000.00 to develop a marketing strategy and branding. This is a
huge cost for just the start of the process, we will still have to factor in all the costs of changing
everything. If and when this cost is necessary, I would like to see council engage with lwi to think
about weaving Te Rohe Potae/King Country within the strategy and branding.
6. For the Aerodrome - I find it ludicrous that this is not a user pays facility and ratepayers are having
to subsidies Top Dressing companies and the Aero Club.. 1 see other clubs and businesses in the
district having to uphold their own costs and charge fees to their members without a handout from
ratepayers and wonder why this is not the case for the Aerodrome users, just because the land is
councils this should not be happening and council should be running this like a business.
7. I also don't see the value in Installing Licence Plate Recognition technology at Te Kuiti Transfer
Station to the tune of $40,000.00 with ongoing renewal costs. My other concern around this is loss
of employment for refuge workers.
8. The proposeq North King Country Indoor Stadium - I would like t0 express my concerns around
this, the independent review from SportsNZ identified 12 major problems that will undoubtedly cause
much hardship for the district on the whole for the next 30 years. I feel that there will be more budget
blow outs if the steering committee does not reign it in. I am not happy that the previous council
decided to loan 1.5 million dollars that raised debt, then gave it out as a grant that had no conditions
attached to it. I am thankful that the present Mayor had the common sense to place conditions on
the 1.5 million loan and find it interesting that none of those conditions have been met. In saying all
of the above I support a new gym for TKHS if the costs are realistic.
9. Maori who are from this district are more than likely to be buried in their own urupa because of
this, I would like to ask that our Marae receive their portion of payment for their urupa upkeep from
rates revenue aligning with the public cemetery.
10. Waste Minimisation It would be good to see initiatives around this that encourages and grows
a community space that collaborates ideas to reduce and recycle waste and diverts waste from land
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